
 

CUUATS Technical Committee Meeting 

Date: Wednesday, February 07, 2018 

Time: 10:30 a.m. 

Place: John Dimit Conference Room 
 Brookens Administrative Center 
 1776 E. Washington St., Urbana 
Members Present: Dalitso Sulamoyo, Karl Gnadt, Andrew Johnson, Rob Kowalski, Chris Sokolowski, Bill Gray, 

Lorrie Pearson, Robert Nelson, Daniel Magee, Ted Christy, Jim Sims, Dick Helton, Levi 
Kopmann 

Members Absent: Jeff Blue, Dave Clark, Stacey DeLorenzo 

Staff Present: Rita Morocoima-Black, Ashlee McLaughlin, Shuake Wuzhati, Debbie Peterik, Kristen Gisondi, 
Harshala Sardar 

Others Present: Tom Caldwell, Brian Trygg, Ellen Hedrick, Roland White, Maurey Williamson, Sharif Ullah 

MEETING MINUTES 

Approved as Distributed 

I. Call to Order, Roll Call 
Mr. Gnadt called the meeting to order at 10:30 a.m. Mr. Gnadt requested that members introduce themselves 
due to new agency representation. 

II. Audience Participation 
None 

III. Approval of Agenda 
Mr. Gray made a motion to approve the agenda. Mr. Helton seconded. Upon vote, the motion to approve the 
agenda was unanimously carried. 

IV. Approval of Minutes 
Ms. Pearson made a motion to approve the CUUATS Technical Committee Minutes of December 6, 2017. Mr. 
Gray seconded. Upon vote, the motion to approve the minutes was unanimously carried. 

V. New Business 
A. Approval of Transportation  Improvement Program (TIP) FY2018-2021 Amendments – Ashlee McLaughlin 

Background: The Illinois Department of Transportation, Champaign Urbana Mass Transit District, and 
Village of Mahomet have proposed seven amendments to the Transportation Improvement Program FY 
2018-2021. The following describes the proposed amendments: 
State of Illinois Project 2018BP 
This is a new state project for bridge painting on TR 146/1100 E over I-57 two miles north of Champaign. 
The total project cost is $186,000 using 80 percent ($149,000) Federal STP-Rural-State funds and a 20 
percent ($37,000) State match. This project is in fiscal year 2018. 



 

State of Illinois Project HSIP 2018-1 
This is a new state project for guardrails on Curtis Road at I-57, Lincoln Avenue at I-74, US 45 at I-74, and IL 
130 at I-74. The total project cost is $60,000 using 90 percent ($54,000) Federal HSIP Safety-State funds 
and a ten percent ($6,000) State match. This project is in fiscal year 2018. 
State of Illinois Project H631 
This is a new state project for culvert replacement on US 150/FAP 719 at a ditch southeast of Mahomet 
and a ditch northwest of Champaign. The total project cost is $895,000 using 80 percent ($716,000) 
Federal STP-Rural-State funds and a 20 percent ($179,000) State match. This project is in fiscal year 2018. 
State of Illinois Project BP2018-4 
This is a new state project for bridge painting on I-57 at TR 225/Old Church Road 2.5 miles west of Savoy. 
The total project cost is $133,000 using 80 percent ($106,000) Federal STP-Rural-State funds and a 20 
percent ($27,000) State match. This project is in fiscal year 2018. 
MTD Project MTD-18-08 
This is a new MTD project for two replacement 60-foot hydrogen fuel cell buses with additional costs for 
related facilities and infrastructure. The total project cost is $11,062,327 using 13 percent ($1,407,266) 
Federal 5307 funding, 13 percent ($1,450,000) Federal 5339 funding, 62 percent ($6,882,916) State DOAP 
funding, and 12 percent ($1,322,145) local Capital Reserve funding. This project is in fiscal year 2018. 
MTD Project MTD-20-01 
This is an existing MTD project for the replacement of six 60-foot hybrid buses. The project is being 
amended to replace four 60-foot hybrid bases, reducing the total project cost by 33 percent. The new total 
project cost is $4 million using 35 percent ($1.4 million) Federal 5307 funding and 65 percent ($2.6 million) 
State DOAP funding. This project is in fiscal year 2020. 
Village of Mahomet MA-20-01 
This is an existing Mahomet project for the construction of the Mahomet Rivertrail, a multi-use path from 
the Greenway parking lot on Route 47 to Barber Park. This project is being removed from the TIP FY18-21 
until funding is secured. The total project cost is $1,152,000 and is in fiscal year 2020. 
 
There were no comments made on the TIP amendments presented by Ms. McLaughlin. 
 
Mr.  Sokolowski made motion to approve the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) FY2018-2021 
Amendments. Mr. Johnson seconded. Upon vote, the motion was unanimously carried. 
 

B. Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) FY2018-2021  Modifications – Ashlee McLaughlin 
Background: The Illinois Department of Transportation has submitted two administrative modifications to 
the Transportation Improvement Program FY2018-2021. The following describes the modifications: 
State of Illinois A135 
This is an existing state project for bridge painting on I-57 over IL 10/Springfield Avenue. According to the 
Illinois Department of Transportation, this project is currently in “Advanced Construction” status due to the 
specific apportionment or state contact ceiling being insufficient to meet project specifications. This 
project is in FY 18. 



 

State of Illinois Project A092/A163 
This is an existing state project for skidproofing at three locations on I-74: over the Sangamon River in 
Mahomet, the westbound off ramp at Neil Street in Champaign, and the eastbound off ramp at US 45 in 
Urbana. According to the Illinois Department of Transportation, this project is currently in “Advanced 
Construction” status due to the specific apportionment or state contact ceiling being insufficient to meet 
project specifications. This project is in FY 18. 
 
There were no comments made on the TIP modifications presented by Ms. McLaughlin. 
 

C. Approval of Draft LRTP Report Card 2017 – Shuake Wuzhati 
Ms. Wuzhati presented the Draft LRTP Report 2017 to the committee making the following comments: 

Since the approval of the LRTP 2040 in December of 2014, the staff document 28 performance measures 
and give each performance measure a rating based on the level of progress that was made toward 
reaching the goals of the LRTP 2040. A positive rating is given if substantial progress has been made, if no 
change, a negative rating, and if not much change, a neutral rating. 

Ms. Wuzhati presented the 28 performance measures outlined in the six planning pillars of the LRTP 2040 
and discussed each rating given for each goal based on the progress that has been made toward 
achieving those goals. There were four pillars where ratings are still pending until data is received as 
indicated below: 

• Safety and Security has seven performance measures– Since final GIS crash layers data has not been 
received from IDOT, ratings for the 6 crash related performance measures are pending. However, the 
staff did have crash police reports available to them that enabled them to take a preliminary look at 
total fatalities. Ms. Morocoima-Black commented that the year 2016 was an abnormal year. The 
number of fatal crashes is not usually a high number. As an example, there were 12 fatal crashes in 
the metropolitan Planning Area and usually there are only 6-8. Ms. Morocoima-Black reminded the 
Technical Committee that this data is for information only and will not be included on the LRTP Report 
Card website until all of the data has been received. The rating for frequency of incidents related to 
hazmat spills on the regional transportation is neutral. Two spills occurred in 2017 which does not 
change the 5-year rolling average of 2 incidents per year.  

• Resilient Economy has three performance measures: 1. Distribution of issued housing permits with 
access to major employment centers received a positive rating, 2. The number of urbanized area’s 
funded and completed project receives a positive rating, and 3. Percent increase in enplanements at 
Willard Airport received a positive rating.   

• Multimodal Connectivity has eight unique performance measures: 1. Miles of trails infrastructure 
receives a positive rating, 2. Miles of bike infrastructure receives a positive rating, 3. Urbanized Area 
inside CUMTD service area receives a positive rating, 4. Number of new rural transit trips receives a 
positive rating, 5. Number of new rural transit connections received a neutral rating, 6. Number of new 
partners identified receives a positive rating, 7. Number of public events with materials available 



 

receives a positive rating, and 8. Miles of existing non-ADA compliant sidewalks is still pending until all 
data collection for the year 2017 has been completed. 

• Accessibility and Affordability has five performance measures: 1. Number of direct transit routes 
between neighborhoods and major employers receives a positive rating, 2. Number of short term SRTS 
projects completed receives a positive rating, 3. Number of car share locations receives a neutral 
rating, 4. Amtrak ridership receives a negative rating, and 5. Alternative fuel stations receives a positive 
rating.  

• Healthy Neighborhoods has four performance measures:1. One and eight-hour ozone levels receive a 
positive rating, 2. Miles of bicycle facilities located within one quarter mile of affordable housing 
receives a positive rating, 3. VMT per household receives a positive rating, and 4. New sidewalks 
connecting to bus stops is still pending until all data collection for the year 2017 has been completed. 

• Balanced Development has one performance measure: Acres of agricultural and open space available 
is pending a rating as USDA has not yet published 2017 data for agricultural land use. 

Ms. Wuzhati commented that detailed data and analysis is available on the CUUATS website with the 
exception of the data for the crashes of 2016 and 2017.  

Mr. Sulamoyo asked how affordable housing is defined. Ms. Wuzhati commented that the CUUATS staff 
normally reviews the four types of federally subsidized housing plus other programs when the staff defines 
affordable housing projects. 

Ms. Morocoima-Black asked that the Technical Committee review the data for the LRTP Report Card on 
the website, and contact the CUUATS staff if there are any questions or comments. The CUUATS staff will 
then make any changes to the LRTP 2017 Report Card based on the comments received. Once the 
missing data is received from IDOT, the LRTP Report Card will become a final report card. Ms. McLaughlin 
showed the Technical Committee the website for the 2040 Report Card where the detailed information is 
located. 

Mr. Johnson made a motion to approve the Draft LRTP Report Card 2017. Mr. Kowalski seconded. Upon 
vote, the motion was carried unanimously. 
 

D. Discussion about 2018 Safety Engineering 5% Report Data and Response Report – Rita Morocoima-Black 
Ms. Morocoima-Black provided the following information: 
 
Many of the agencies received a document from IDOT requesting a response regarding 5% critical 
locations in Champaign County and the Champaign-Urbana area. Ms. Morocoima-Black contacted IDOT 
regarding a set timeline for the response and she has not yet received a response from them. The staff, 
knowing that a Technical Committee meeting was being held today decided to look at the details of the 
different intersections and segments IDOT sent to the staff called “5% critical locations”.  In addition, there 
is a request out to the local agencies for HSIP projects. The timeline for submitting the HSIP applications is 
in a month and a half. For that reason, Ms. Morocoima-Black thought it was appropriate to review what the 



 

CUUATS staff has prepared. Ms. Morocoima-Black also mentioned that although the staff promised the 
Technical Committee at the December meeting that the SCIL report would be completed for the February 
meeting, the staff felt that this report took priority over completing the SCIL report. 
 
Ms. Morocoima-Black presented the segments that IDOT considered 5% critical segments in the 
Champaign County area. The staff determined from the details of the crashes that the majority of the 
segments are rural segments except the segment of Curtis Road from Philo Road to east of First Street. 
This segment is the only one within the urban area. Ms. Morocoima-Black presented each of the critical 
segments in detail. 
 
Mr. Gray commented on the segment of County Road 200 N, East of Pesotum from 1200E to 1400E that 
had six crashes in five years. He inquired what the criteria was for being called a critical segment as there 
are other areas that need more attention. Ms. Morocoima-Black commented that the CUUATS staff will 
need to review the information on what methodology was used to define the critical locations.  
 
As far as the call for projects, one of the criteria that will be used to select projects for HSIP funding is 
following this criteria. Therefore, if the local agency is submitting a project for a critical intersection or 
critical segment, according to what IDOT sent out, the agency will more than likely receive HSIP funding for 
the project. Ms.  Morocoima-Black further discussed each of the segments and the intersections in 
Champaign, Urbana, and Champaign County. The CUUATS staff will need to provide recommendations to 
IDOT on what will be done as far as safety at those critical locations.  
 
Ms. Morocoima-Black commented that she reviewed the whole data base and noted that there are other 
segments that are not critical segments that are within the Champaign-Urbana area. One of the segments 
that might qualify for HSIP funding is the segment of Bradley Avenue between Prospect Avenue and Staley 
Road. Ms. Morocoima-Black commented that there are other areas that have pedestrian traffic, and even 
though the area is not considered a critical location, if there are pedestrian crashes, the area could qualify 
for HSIP funding. Intersections, pedestrians and roadway departures are emphasis areas that qualify for 
HSIP funding.  
 
Ms. Morocoima-Black suggested that if an agency is applying for the HSIP funding, a meeting should be 
held for further discussion. The grant applications are due at the end of March. 
 

E. Discussion about CUUATS Priorities and Funding (UTWP FY2019) – Rita Morocoima-Black 
Ms. Morocoima-Black commented that she is in the process of developing the UTWP for FY2019. As part 
of developing the UTWP, the CUUATS staff must define the priorities to work on. Ms. Morocoima-Black 
presented the list of priorities that she is asking the committee to review and provide comments before 
finalizing the draft of the document. This report is based on projects that the staff has been working on or 
requirements from the Federal government or priorities from the State.  
 



 

Mr. Kowalski asked for an explanation of the Sustainable Neighborhood Tool Kit. Ms. Morocoima-Black 
commented that as part of the planning process for the Long Range Transportation Plan: Sustainable 
Choices 2040, CUUATS staff developed the Local Accessibility and Mobility Analysis (LAMA), Health 
Impact Assessment (HIA), and Transit Facility Guidelines (TFG). These tools draw on localized data—
including health records, public comments, and built-environment factors—to evaluate the impact of the 
transportation system on mobility, accessibility, and health at the neighborhood level. 
 
The vision for Sustainable Neighborhoods is to create an integrated suite of tools and resources that 
builds on LAMA, HIA, TFG, and other CUUATS models and data to enhance planning at the neighborhood 
level. Utilizing modal level of stress assessments, accessibility “cost” analysis, and geography neutral 
methodologies, the first phase of the project will create a toolkit that will allow staff to evaluate 
neighborhood-level impacts on mobility, accessibility, and health. These tools will then be used for scenario 
analysis, evaluating proposed future projects for their impacts.  
 
Ms. Morocoima-Black discussed the allocation for FY2019. Ms. Morocoima-Black is recommending a 5% 
increase of the CUUATS fees to cover the increase of GIS data hosting fees, and the increase of the local 
match that needs to be provided due to the federal increase in funds. Ms. Morocoima-Black requested that 
the committee members let her know their decision before the April meeting in order to finalize the budget 
proposal for the UTWP and the priorities for the CUUATS staff. 
 

VI. Old Business 
A. Projects and Groups 

1. Multimodal Corridor Enhancement (MCORE) Project – Chris Sokolowski 
• The contractor is working on items on Green Street as weather permits. 
• Construction from Second Street west to Neil Street is complete with the exception of 

landscaping. The railing has been installed at the viaduct so the sidewalk is complete continuously 
from Neil Street all the way to between Second Street and Third Street. 

• The sidewalk work between Second Street and Third Street is being completed as weather allows. 
• The pavement work between Second Street and Third Street will begin after the marathon. 
• Final plans for Project Four, Wright Street and Armory Avenue, will be available for review in about 

a week. There is still discussion on staging and parking relocation before beginning construction, 
but physical improvements are being finalized. 

2. Champaign County Rural Transit Advisory Group (RTAG) – Rita Morocoima-Black 
Ms. Morocoima-Black had nothing to report. There has not been an RTAG meeting since the last 
Technical Committee meeting. 

B. Agency Reports 
1. City of Champaign – Chris Sokolowski 

• Bids will be opened on February 8 for the Pennsylvania Avenue project that the city is working on 
with the University. The project is Pennsylvania Avenue east of Fourth Street. Work will begin after 
commencement. 



 

• There will be a special concrete patching project that will begin in April. This project will target 
arterial and collector streets that the city’s Operations Division has identified as having a lot of 
pothole issues.  

• There is work planned on Country Faire Drive that will impact MTD routes between Church Street 
and Bradley Avenue.  Due to the width of the road there will be closure at some point at different 
sections. 

• The city is getting ready to bid out projects. The North Prospect Avenue area will be resurfaced 
which will affect traffic flow, but will be completed at night to minimize impact. 

• Mr. Kowalski commented that there would be a final analysis of the Neil Street Corridor Study from 
I-74 to downtown, I-74 to Bradley Avenue and Bradley Avenue to downtown. The study is looking at 
three different alternates for re-design of Bradley Avenue so that it will be a better entry-way 
corridor, provide more efficient travel, and more livability for the homes facing Neil Street. One of 
the possible scenarios is a lane-reduction. The study will be completed in the next month and a 
half, and presented to the City Council. 

2. City of Urbana – Bill Gray 
• The contractor is working on concrete work at the intersection of Lincoln Avenue and Green Street, 

completing curb and gutter, and sidewalk work, as time allows for MCORE Project One. Roadwork 
is shut down for the winter. 

• The design for MCORE Project Five is still in the discussion phase. 
• Resurfacing projects planned for the coming year will be Lincoln Avenue and Springfield Avenue, 

east and west, north and south of the intersection, and Race Street south of downtown from 
California Avenue to Washington Street. 

3. Village of Savoy – Levi  Kopmann 
• The village is continuing to work with the City of Champaign on the update for design for Prospect 

Avenue, and will have an update of the plans ready for review in the next week or so. 
• The village is working on the list of capital improvement projects for next year. 

4. CU-MTD – Andrew Johnson 
• Ridership was up seven percent for the month of December. 
• The Illinois Terminal expansion project for downtown continues to move forward. The CU-MTD 

staff is aware that the grant application for Bus and Bus Facilities funding, and Tiger Grant 
funding, are now on the Secretary of IDOT’s desk, and have been working closely with 
Representative Davis’ office to a final push to put in a good word for the CU-MTD project. It is 
expected to hear on the funding for both programs in the next month or so. 

• The Urbana multi-use transit development is moving forward. CU-MTD has contracted with 
Farnsworth to complete pre-conceptual work on what the development might look like. There is 
still not a concrete location. 

• CU-MTD will start providing service to Carle at the Fields beginning February 26. The Navy Route 
will be serving the new facility for Carle at the Fields. 

5. Champaign County – Jeff Blue 
Not present 



 

6. University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign – Jim Sims 
• Mr. Sims introduced Ted Christy. 

7. Village of Mahomet – Ellen Hedrick 
• The village will be replacing Sunny Acres Road next year. 
• New railroad crossing for S. Mahomet Road. 
• Lots of development in the works. 

8. CC Regional Planning Commission – Rita Morocoima-Black 
• HSIP Project applications for funding will be received until March 30. Announcements of the 

selected projects for funding will be June 15. It is a 90/10 grant application. There is $50 million 
available for FY2020. 

• There will be a new program in place for freight which is called the Illinois Competitive Freight 
Program. The program will be looking at bottleneck reduction, safety, intermodal accessibility “last 
mile” and technology deployment. It is an 80/20 grant program. The application will be available 
February 16, 2018, the due date for submitting projects will be April 6, 2018, and the notice of the 
award will be May 14, 2018. The CUUATS staff is looking at locations in Champaign-Urbana that 
may qualify for the program. There are two critical corridors in Champaign-Urbana: Mattis Avenue 
and one on Neil Street. Details are not yet available about the specific locations. 

• Ms. Morocoima-Black is working with IDOT and the MPO Advisory Council on putting together a 
performance measures agreement as part of the FAST Act. Targets must be established and an 
agreement will be made with IDOT regarding compliance with those targets. CU-MTD will be 
included. Ms. Morocoima-Black will be reviewing the agreement and will bring the agreement to 
the agencies at the April Technical Committee meeting for discussion and approval. 

9. IDOT District #5 – Bob Nelson 
• At the last meeting, it was requested that Mr. Nelson provide a report on any of the FY2019 

projects that might have been moved due to the budget cuts. Mr. Nelson discussed this with 
Jeannie Bland, Programming Engineer, and reported there are no projects that are in FY2019 that 
they plan on moving out. The budget has not been developed for the upcoming year so it depends 
on what happens in budget negotiations with the Governor and the General Assembly. 

• The project for the pedestrian bridge over I-57 that was shown in FY2019 is getting moved up 
because that project is not ready to go yet. 

• For FY2018, the US 45 section from north of I-74 to University Avenue in Urbana is on the March 
letting.  

• There are also various bridge deck sealing projects with Champaign, DeWitt, and McLean 
Counties. 

• There may be patching on I-57 and I-74 for Champaign and Vermillion counties. 
 
Mr. Gray inquired about the $300 million earlier that was swept into the general fund and if it was true 
that $250 million was swept back to IDOT. Mr. Nelson confirmed that, yes, the money has been 
returned. Mr. Gray further that inquired if some of the other areas within District 5 will be able to have 
lettings later this year for whatever road projects there are for FY2019. Mr. Nelson commented that the 



 

FY2019 budget hasn’t been approved yet, but there shouldn’t be any problem funding those projects. 
Mr. Gray’s understanding is that the two major IDOT projects in District 5 were in the Champaign-
Urbana area, and the other areas were delayed or postponed, but are now back on for an April or June 
letting. Mr. Trygg commented that we did get 80 percent of that back, and indicated that distributions 
were made. 

10. IDOT Central Office – Tom Caldwell 
• Applications for ITEP are being reviewed. All communities had at least one project. 
• The Safety Improvement Program solicitation was posted this week, and applications are 

encouraged. 
11. FHWA – Betsy Tracy 

Not present 
VII. Announcements 

None 
VIII. Audience Participation 

None 
IX. Adjournment 

There being no further business, Mr. Gnadt adjourned the meeting at 11:37 a.m. 
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